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MORE WASTE PAPER FOR WAR EFFORT»

Result of new Waste paper Order.

Many boroughs throughout the country are reporting a considerable

increase in the salvage of waste paper since the new Ministry of Supply

Waste Paper Order, making it an offence to burn or destroy waste paper

or cardboard, throw it away, dispose of it otherwise than to a collector

or buyer, put it in a refuse bin, or mix it with refuse, came into force.

In Paddington there has been an increase of 50% in waste paper

collection, and there has been a considerable falling off of cases where

paper is put in refuse bins.

There have been two cases of flagrant disregard of the Order, and

in these cases inspectors went along and cautioned the offenders.

In Woolwich the waste paper collected during the week before the

new salvage of Waste Paper Order came into force amounted to 21 tons.

During the week after the Order came into force, the collection Jtamped
to 32? tons.

In Bermondsey the increase is from 15% to 20%.

Waste paper collection from householders has risen By almost 100%.

Finsbury reports that collection of waste paper in the Borough is

practically 100%.

In Westminster 33 tons of waste paper was collected during the week

immediately prior to the Order coming into force* This figure rose to

52 tons the following week. This collection during the first week under

the compulsory Order was almost equivalent to the amount of paper obtained

during the first week of the Rational Drive last February.

in a

In Luton only 1/2
lb. paper has Loon picked up/1OO miles of. streets

since the new Order came into force.

The normal weekly waste paper collection in Norwich is 16 tons.

The collection during the first week of the new Order was 25 tons.

SALVAGE AND RECOVERY BOARD.
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Air Ministry No. 6538

R.A.F MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE

H.Q. ,R.A.F. ,

Middle East,

Monday.

Objectives at Berka and Derna in Cyrenaica, at Hassani in Greece,

and at Heraklion, Retime, and Tympaki in Crete, were raided by bomber

aircraft of the Middle East Command during Saturday night (21/22 March).

In the forward area of Cyrenaica, fighter aircraft were active

throughout yesterday (March 22}.

Enemy air activity over Malta on the same day was on a reduced scale.

Enemy bombers and fighters were damaged by our fighter aircraft and anti-

aircraft guns.

One of our aircraft is missing.
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